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MilleNNials are NOW DriviNG The cOffee 
BUs. Where Will TheY TaKe Us?

How Millennials have shifted the 
coffee business and tips to have a 
successful cafe to meet the needs of the 
consumers.

MaiNTaiNiNG relevaNce iN The 2017 
WOrlD Of cOffee

Independent cafes vs franchises, waves 
of coffee, blends vs roasts, the figure 

of the barista and improvements in the 
coffee business in 2017.

aWareNess aND acTiON ON issUes Of 
OriGiN aND sUsTaiNaBiliTY

Raising the value of coffee, improving 
the lives of the workers, understanding 
and mitigating the impacts of climate 
change, and acting locally and as part of 
the industry.
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MILLENNIALS  
ARE NOW 

DRIVING THE 
COFFEE BUS. 
WHERE WILL 

THEY TAKE US?
By Jan anderson, Premium Quality consulting

Coffee changes when consumers change and the biggest generation yet 
(Millennials born between 1981 and 1997 (Fry, 2016)), is now driving the coffee 
bus, whether we like it or not. By 2020, Millennials will account for one in three 

adults in the US and control 1.4 trillion US dollars in spending power (Shin, 
2015). The impact of this generation will be similar in Canada, where this group 
is already over 36% of the workforce (Scott, 2015). Their fresh approach to work 

and career have already brought us shared workspaces, a GIG economy (in 
which more of the workforce is engaging in freelance and other contract-related 

work), an expanded focus on corporate responsibility, and the permission to 
strive for work-life balance. They have become strong disruptors in the food 

industry (think about the dramatic decline in carbonated soft drinks beginning 
in 2011) and they are continuing the Third Wave’s growing impact on the value 

and volume of premium coffee.

When you are on a ‘coffee’ bus, it is 
instructive to learn something about 
your driver, and some of their clearly 
differentiating characteristics. As the first 
device-dependent generation, Millennials 
grew up ‘connected’ with both the threat 
of isolation and opportunity of virtual 
community. They expect and are unfazed 
by constant iteration (upgrades), and 
they are the targets of enormous volumes 
of marketing. Ethnically diverse and 
socially inclusive, they share an outlook 
that is at the same time optimistic and 
activistic in the face of increasing global 
and environmental concerns. They make 
decisions that they feel are healthy 
both personally and for the planet, 
and demand transparency in all things 
(this tenet often drives their purchase 
decisions more than price). For the food 
and beverage giants, who have been 
following a slightly different path for 
some time, this shift in values presents an 

enormous challenge. Simply put, when a 
generation’s philosophy of transparency 
guides choices in food and beverage, 
there is disruption in the market: imagine 
the origin story of a can of soup. 

Millennials, like each generational cohort, 
share a unique understanding of the 
world that is different than those coming 
before or after them, i.e., Gen X or Gen Y, 
Baby Boomers or the rising Centennials. 
This ‘biggest generation yet’ was 
shaped by their early life experiences. 
Their inherent understanding of coffee, 
experienced out-of-home from the 
stroller, probably included visits to 
Starbucks cafes (so, espresso drinks 
were not a new concept for them as 
they were for their parents), as well as to 
well-loved mass brands like Dunkin’ and 
Tim Hortons. The at-home coffee of their 
parents likely included some premium 
options, and perhaps even a grinder… 
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a clear shift from Folgers. No generation 
is going to accept the prior’s coffee 
preferences, even if we think they’re really 
very good. They started in the coffee 
space we had fought to achieve, and it is 
incumbent on each generation to react 
to existing norms in all areas – art, music, 
food, fashion, business, everything – and 
to create new ways that express their 
views, different from the past.  
Millennials are now the ‘makers’ as  
well as the ‘consumers’.

The concept of Millennials as ‘makers’ 
became very clear around 2007, when 
there was a proliferation of new Third 
Wave coffee brands entering the market 
at literally twice the rate of the previous 
seven years. Some after-the-fact theories 
developed that suggested the economic 
downturn in 2008 and the subsequently 
poor job market made these types of 
entrepreneurial ventures attractive to 
young people. Coffee brand start-ups, 
including the purchase of roasting 
equipment and the signing of leases 
for raw industrial space are indeed 
entrepreneurial, but they may have had 
less to do with the job market and more 
to do with the fact that they were naturally 
driven to make their impact on coffee. 
They were already making the shift to 
purity and transparency in food, and the 
next step was to turn their principled 
passion into highly specialized culinary 
interests in wine, beer, coffee and tea. 
The Millennial interest in understanding 

and improving sourcing, production 
and processing of food has led to an 
expanded focus on the academic study of 
food science, nutrition and food system 
sustainability. Today over 70 educational 
institutions (from community colleges 
to universities) now offer bachelors and 
masters courses in Sustainable Food 
Systems (Holt, 2015) . 

For the premium coffee industry, these 
values of transparency and social 
responsibility combined with a passion 
for innovative tastes and flavours, has 
fueled an even stronger relationship 
to origin. Direct trade is recognized for 
benefitting farmers and workers because 
it injects more money into the supply 
chain where it is needed, and when small 
roasters purchase micro-lots from very 
small farmers they are literally a life line. 
At the consumer level, transparency to 
origin, even to the farmer, allows one to 
expand their own human connection, 
and feel a debt of gratitude to the people 
who, through their hard work, have 
created something of personal value. 
They are creating moments with meaning: 
new flavour experiences, a sense of 
connection, and the opportunity for both 
the roaster and the consumer to buy 
responsibly. Experience over product. 
Responsibility over price.

“MilleNNials are NOW The ‘MaKers’ 
as Well as The ‘cONsUMers’.”
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Coffee is already big business: 
57% of the US population 
and 67% of the Canadian 
population (over 18) drink 
coffee. In fact, more Canadians 
and Americans drink coffee on 
any given day than any other 
beverage. (National Coffee 
Association USA, 2016) (Coffee 
Association of Canada, 2016). 
It is important to understand 
that the growth in the value of 
the coffee market in both the 
US and Canada is due to the 
consumer shift to premium 
coffee. In the US, specialty or 
premium coffee accounts for 
55% of the total market value 
of $48 billion USD (Specialty 
Coffee Association of America, 
2015). As a share of cups, a full 
51% of all coffee consumed 
in 2016 was Gourmet, up 3% 
over 2015. (National Coffee 
Association USA, 2016). In 

Canada, the total coffee market 
is $6.2 billion CAD (Coffee 
Association of Canada, 2016), 
and in 2015, the market 
increased in value by 17% 
based on only a 5% increase 
in volume. (Euromonitor 
International, 2016). While 
single-serve coffee leads the 
increase in sales for at-home, 
the premium coffee experience 
enjoyed by younger consumers 
is the value leader out-of-
home. In both Canada and 
the US, the future of coffee 
lies in the premiumization of 
the consumer experience, 
and younger consumers are 
growing this trend in the out-
of-home market. In overall 
premium coffee consumption, 
they’re outperforming all other 
age groups.

“The fUTUre Of 
cOffee lies iN The 
PreMiUMizaTiON Of The 
cONsUMer exPerieNce.”
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So far, this article has focused on the Millennial impact 
on the premium coffee experience, as both makers and 
consumers. We must recognize, however, that premium 
coffee existed before this group entered the market 
(introduced as part of the Second Wave of Coffee) and 
there are many variations on coffee experiences that are 
ripe with quality and interest. Someday, there should be 
an article redeeming all the waves of coffee, but for now 
we want to lean toward this consumer group that will 
become a meaningful part of your base moving forward. 

The first thing to remember is that even though coffee is 
big, the experience is small and personal. It happens one 
person and one cup at a time.

“hOW cOUlD YOU BUilD 
a PreMiUM cOffee 
Offer ThaT aPPeals TO 
MilleNNials as a cafe Or 
eveN a resTaUraNT?”

9
If your business model 

can include a barista, offer 
espresso-based drinks (best 

with blends). Even if most your 
coffee sales are drip, revenue 
and margin dollars increase 
with these types of drinks.

Make the machine area 
clean and appealing, coffee 

preparation is a ritual in cafes 
and a good barista is a pleasure 
to observe in the right setting.

Feature single-origins prepared 
as pour over (don’t overwhelm 

your operation with too  
much variety).

Remember that you are in the 
hospitality business (everyone 

likes to feel acknowledged  
and welcome).

Know the stories of the coffees 
you serve and the taste 

experience each one has to 
offer (take a lesson from the 

wine industry).

Know the sustainability efforts, 
organic and environmental 

certifications of your 
coffees and be prepared to 
speak about them if asked 
(sometimes consumers just 
want to know that you care).

If appropriate to your business, 
include cold brew and 

premium ready-to-drink coffees 
in your cold case (sales of these 

products are exploding).

Add alternative milks. Nearly 
10% of younger consumers 

are using alternative additives 
in their coffee such as almond, 

coconut, soy and rice milk.

Consider coffee as an 
ingredient in other parts of your 

business, like desserts  
and cocktails.
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These millennial-inspired takes on traditional coffee are  
trends to watch this year and in the years to come. If you just 
take one thing away from this article, it’s that if you want to stay 
relevant and appeal to Millennials and later, Centennials, it’s 
paramount that you take notice of the changes we’re seeing  
in the coffee space. 

A mix of Second & Third Waves

And a personal favorite that I am going to call ‘straddling the waves’: a 
first wave coffee company, offering a menu with a selection of Second 

Wave espresso-based standards, and a beautifully curated offer of 
Third Wave single origins as pour-over, AeroPress, nitrogen infused 
and cold brew – all achieved with a feeling of tradition, a reverence 

for coffee, and the excitement of experimentation delivered by expert 
baristas in a comfortable and welcoming cafe.

Curing

New ‘curing’ techniques such as cold brew aged in whiskey barrels 
adding interesting flavour nuances. 

Coffee as an ingredient

Coffee as an ingredient in cocktails, but far beyond the coffee martini. 
Some cafes are infusing spirits by using a Kyoto coffee maker to drip 
vodka or bourbon through coffee beans and then creating delicious 
new versions of classic cocktails such as the Negroni or Old Fashioned. 

Cold brew

First, they are bringing more and more cold brew, both in cafes and/or 
bottled: a number new brands are launching in this space. 
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MAINTAINING 
RELEVANCE IN 

THE 2017  
WORLD OF 

COFFEE

Russ Prefontaine, co-owner of Fratello Coffee™ in Calgary, says that in his 
market “good coffee is now the norm.” Consumers have more coffee choices 
than ever before – more coffee companies, more competition – and the most 

important challenge for him is “staying relevant.” The Calgary coffee market isn’t 
unique in 2017: Across North America there are more coffee brands available 
to consumers than ever before. In the face of this wave of choices, relevance 

should be the concern of any business with an interest in coffee.

By Dan Mccloseky, Premium Quality consulting
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Founded in 1974, Fratello may very well 
be one of the best examples in North 
America of a brand that has shifted 
over time in the pursuit of relevance. In 
coffee chronology, they are of the same 
generation as brands like Starbucks™, 
Peet’s™ and Tim Hortons™. Entering 
the 2000s with a quarter century of 
business experience, the second-
generation of owners, brothers Russ, 
Chris, and Jason Prefontaine, began to 
feel that the definition of quality in the 
market was shifting underneath them. 
“We were always pushing ourselves, 
never settling. We looked at ourselves 
and realized that what we were doing 
wasn’t good anymore.” Their decision 
was to refocus the company to provide a 
crafted specialty coffee experience, which 
included resetting company strategy 
and selling assets, including a syrup 
division and distribution in Vancouver 
which didn’t fit their new direction. Their 
new strategy included a focus on direct 
relationships with growers, obsessive 
attention to roasting in a manner that 
complemented each origin, and the 
creation of a physical cafe space, called 

Analog Coffee (see www.analog.ca), 
where the coffee could be served in 
a manner that was appropriate for its 
curated quality. 

Our company studies significant coffee 
brands, that is, brands who roast their 
own coffee, have a visible presence on 
the internet, plus some kind of cafe, 
wholesale or retail activity in their market. 
This includes massive brands, like 
Starbucks, Dunkin’ Donuts™ and  
Tim Hortons, but also smaller brands, 
from 49th Parallel™ in Burnaby, BC to 
Zeal Coffee Roasters™ in Tampa, FL. 
In their 2015 Roaster Financial Ratio 
Report, the Specialty Coffee Association 
extrapolated that there are an estimated 
4500 roasters operating in North America 
(4200 in the US and 300 on Canada) 
(Specialty Coffee Association of America). 
Our survey of brands captures nearly 
1/3 of the SCAA’s projected total: As we 
begin 2017, we have reviewed 1,344 
brands with headquarters in the US  
or Canada, representing 30,000 cafes 
who are competing for consumers in 
January of 2017. 

“GOOD cOffee is NOW The NOrM.”
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Of course, our findings 
confirm that the number of 
cafe locations available to 
consumers are dominated 
by the big coffee brands. 
Starbucks, Dunkin’ and Tim 
Hortons represent 85% of 
the nearly 30,000 cafes that 
we have in our database. 
The remaining 15% (4,500 
cafes) are spread out across 
more than 700 brands, over 
73% of which are brands that 
have only one or two cafes 
each. This means that while 
the biggest brands have 
dominance in the distribution 
of their coffee – throw a rock 
in any direction and you 
are likely to hit a Starbucks, 
Dunkin’ or Tim Hortons – 
independent cafes are mixed 
in everywhere. They represent 

a diverse option within the 
coffee landscape. These 
brands have the flexibility 
to experiment with design, 
preparation, and serving style. 
They can respond quickly 
to local trends in food and 
lifestyle. Their localism also 
means that they can really 
be that “Third Place” – the 
living room between home 
and work – which has been 
famously claimed by much 
larger brands. These are 
customized experiences for 
people who live nearby. They 
have the focus to be truly 
innovative, special, cool, and 
most of all, relevant. These 
are the brands driving the 
premium coffee experience  
in 2017.

15%
(4,500 cafes) 
are sPreaD  
OUT acrOss 
MOre ThaN  
700 BraNDs.

sTarBUcKs, DUNKiN’ aND 
TiM hOrTONs rePreseNT 
85% Of The NearlY 30,000 

cafes ThaT We have iN 
OUr DaTaBase.

85%
Independent

Starbucks

Dunkin’ Donuts

Tim Hortons

“iNDePeNDeNT cafes have The fOcUs 
TO Be TrUlY iNNOvaTive, sPecial, 
cOOl, aND MOsT Of all, relevaNT.”

Their localism also means that they can 
really be that “Third Place” – the living 
room between home and work – which 

has been famously claimed by much 
larger brands.
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TOP ciTies

New York, NY 
Toronto, ON 
Chicago, IL 

Los Angeles, CA 

San Francisco, CA 
Portland, OR 
Seattle, WA 

Vancouver, BC

eMerGiNG ciTies

Phoenix, AZ 
Halifax, NS 

Nashville, TN 
Savannah, GA

When we consider geography, we have 
seen a spread of coffee everywhere  
in North America. For sure, there remains 
a concentration of brands in what 
we refer to as the “Eight Cities” (New 
York, Toronto, Chicago, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and 
Vancouver). These are cities that continue 
to be places where “coffee comes 
from and goes to,” where brands have 
been born for many years, and where 
brands target their sales because these 
are sophisticated and mature coffee 
markets. With that said, most cities of 
major size – and many of very small 
size – have become sophisticated about 
coffee. There are amazing new coffee 
brands in cities like Phoenix AZ, Halifax 
NS, Nashville TN and Savannah, GA. In 
2017, interesting coffee can be found 
everywhere across North America. 
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“Coffee today is 
treated like wine,  
with interest in flavour 
profiles, terroir  
and provenance.”

The characteristics adopted by Fratello 
in 2007 are consistent with a coffee 
movement known as “The Third Wave.” 
The movement started in the  
mid-to-late 90s, largely as a reaction 
by some entrepreneurs to what they 
regarded as the commoditization of 
specialty coffee (the Second Wave). 
Coffee was over-blended, over-roasted 
and over-done in general, in too-large 
cups, from automatic equipment in 
too many cafes. The Third Wave was 
motivated by a deep concern with coffee 
origin, including specific transparency to 
the very farms and growers of the coffees, 
plus deliberate attention to processing, 
roasting and brewing. Coffee today is 
treated like wine, with interest in flavour 
profiles, terroir and provenance.

While the Prefontaines may not have 
invented the Third Wave, Fratello was an 
early adopter in 2007. The years since 
have seen a three-fold increase in the 
number of coffee brands starting in North 
America with Third Wave characteristics. 
We call this explosion of brands “The 
Tidal Wave™,” and now count more than 
500 brands – most of those independent 
coffees mentioned above – in North 
America who share the values centered 
on coffee origin. While other companies 
may have a bigger actual market share 
(Starbucks has 14,000+ cafes to start 
2017), these brands, including Fratello, 
have had an oversized impact on 
the entire industry. You can see their 
impact wherever coffee is sold in 2017, 
influencing even the positioning of 
traditional, older, and sometimes  
much larger First or Second wave  
coffee companies.
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The eMPhasis ON DirecT OriGiN BY These cOMPaNies is DeciDeDlY ThirD Wave laNGUaGe.

BrOWN GOlD™ 
A division of century-old  
Mother Parkers™ 

“When you start  
with single origin 
beans, you’d be crazy 
to blend away the 
flavour.”

Starts 2017 with a 
balance of single 
origin and blends  
on its website  
(18 kinds of each).

cOlONial cOffee™ 
Founded in 1965 

“We buy only 
Specialty Grade,  
high mountain grown 
Arabica Coffee only 
the top 1 to 2% of 
the coffee grown 
each year. 75% of 
the coffee is directly 
from farms, mills and 
cooperatives, some 
of which, we have 
been buying from for 
over 30 years.” 

secOND cUP™ 
Second Wave coffee

Second Cup goes much further as it 
continues a repositioning process that 
was started in 2014 with their “cafe of 
the future.” Founded in 1975, they are 
a company of similar age as Fratello, 
but with a much larger footprint (290+ 
locations). Second Cup has been under 
tremendous pressure from growing 
competition in the last decade, resulting 
in a big change in leadership in 2014. 
In their 2015 annual report, President 
and CEO Alix Box says “the reinvention 
of our café experience is critical to our 
transformation.” (Second Cup) That 
remodel includes a distinct Third Wave 
feel, with a variety of offerings, alternative 
preparations, Pour Over single origin 
coffee, and a prominently featured Alpha 
Dominiche Steampunk brewer. 

Like Second Cup, market leader 
Starbucks is following what they call 
a “premiumization strategy” with their 
Reserve Cafes. Positioned in markets 

where Third Wave cafes have a significant 
consumer base – for instance, in 
Williamsburg, Brooklyn, around the 
corner from super-hip brands like Blue 
Bottle™ and Toby’s Estate™ – Starbucks 
Reserve stores offer a more crafted 
experience than traditional stores. 
In a December 2016 announcement 
Howard Schultz said that he would be 
stepping down as CEO to focus on the 
ultra-premium division of Starbucks: “To 
survive – let alone succeed – traditional 
bricks-and-mortar retailers… have to 
evolve their physical spaces into relevant 
customer destinations.” (Starbucks) 
The main Roastery and Reserve™ cafe 
in Seattle has proven the strategy for 
Starbucks. At the end of 2016, they 
announced the plan to eventually have  
20 Roasteries serving 1000 Reserve  
cafes, about 15–20% of their total 
portfolio of locations. 
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TOTal cOffee BraND sTarTs BY Year, sTill iN BUsiNess iN 2017.

Waves of coffee development are clearly visible when looking at the number of coffee brand 
starts by year. With the “First Wave” representing brands prior to the 1990s, the “Second Wave” 
crests in 1993, with coffee brand starts remaining at 20 or more per year throughout the mid  
90s, an average three times higher per year than in the 1980s. The success of this movement 
seeds the development of the “Third Wave” in the early 2000s. By 2007, brand starts reach a  
new average level of 40 new brands starting per year, with more than 70 per year in 2009, 2010,  
2012 and 2013. This “Tidal Wave” represents the flooding of third Wave brands throughout  
North America.
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The biggest question for all these brands is the one Fratello, Second 
Cup and Starbucks seems to be pursuing: What makes a “relevant 
consumer destination”? The answer may be the sum of its parts. 
Cafes are a combination of choices: The selection of coffee origins 
and blends, the mechanical transformation of the beans, the serving 
style of the offer, the hand that makes it, the space (feel, sound, 
smell) in which it is all housed, and the smile (or the mustachioed 
frown) that hosts the experience. All of these add up to a coffee 
brand. Relevance is whether the totality of a brand makes consumers 
happy. 2017 sees growing options and resulting consequences from 
all of these choices. 

“relevaNce is  
WheTher The TOTaliTY 

Of a BraND MaKes 
cONsUMers haPPY.”
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“The hearT Of cOffee has shifTeD 
frOM a fOcUs ON BleNDs aND 
rOasTs iN The secOND Wave TO a 
cONcerN WiTh OriGiN.”
It starts with coffee. Driven by the Third 
Wave entrepreneurs, the heart of coffee 
has shifted from a focus on blends and 
roasts in the Second Wave (think Mocha 
Java or Full City Roast) to a concern with 
origin. Modern brands are exploring the 
world of knowing where the coffee is 
from: they want to go to the places it is 
cultivated, know the people who grew it 
and talk about its flavours. The idea is to 
experience the taste of individual coffee 
plants: this bean, grown at this elevation, 
with these processing techniques and 
these unique characteristics. In an 
industry publication from 2005, long-time 
coffee brand builder Nicholas Cho, now 
a partner at Wrecking Ball Coffee™ in 
San Francisco, called it “letting the coffee 
speak for itself.” He spoke the central 
tenet of a kind-of manifesto that has since 
carried the Third Wave to the market 
influence it now has (the Tidal Wave). 
Single origin is the starting point for the 
Third Wave. If you follow the coffee, you 
can see the influence of that choice in 
preparation, merchandising, language 
and brand positioning.

Philosophically, single origin coffee is a 
rewarding thesis. With that said, in 2017  
it is not entirely clear that “letting the 
coffee speak for itself” is always good 
business. Consider this a voice of balance 
from the minority party: single origin 
coffee can be criticized for too much 
difference. Euphemistically we might  
say that the coffees are sometimes  

“over bright,” “fruit-forward,” “hyper 
tannic,” “very earthy” or “aggressively 
floral.” Put plainly, you could also say that 
sometimes the coffee tastes bad. The 
enormous variety of the coffee plant can 
present a challenge for some consumers. 
Not every varietal is predictably delicious, 
balanced or without negative qualities. If 
your daily ritual is to explore something 
new – maybe something that blasts you 
in the olfactory with an unexpected 
flavour – then you probably aren’t at risk 
of disappointment. If your ritual is to be 
reassured with a consistent flavour you 
can count on each morning, then single 
origin coffee may not be for you. Older 
generations of coffee brands – and for 
sure, the European brands that had so 
much influence on the Second Wave – 
would argue that blending allows origins 
to complement each other, adding 
up to a result that is better than what 
nature can provide on its own. They use 
the metaphor of music: Blends are an 
orchestra of instruments playing together. 
This argument is certainly at its lowest 
point of relevance to the brand builders 
of new coffee companies in 2017. Blends 
are anathema to most new companies. 
Some are launching with no blends at all. 
With more and more companies jumping 
on the single-origin business model, 
it remains to be seen if consumers will 
prove its sustainable relevance over time 
with their dollars. 
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Transformation of coffee continues to be anchored 
by the espresso machine in 2017. The specialization 
of these machines – especially their attention to 
Third Wave parameters, like the ability to adjust 
temperature or water pressure according to the 
needs of different coffee origins – has driven the 
development of more machine brands than ever 
before. Traditional manufacturers like La Cimbali™ 
(founded in 1912), UNIC™ (1919), La Marzocco™ 
(1927) and Nuova Simonelli™ (1936) continue to 
have success. But well-established manufacturers 
are also facing growing competition from newer 
companies like Kees Van Der Westen™, Synesso™ 
and Slayer™. (Believe it or not, Fratello and the 
Prefontaines are also responsible for the Slayer: 
relevance!) These companies are pushing the edge 
of espresso machine design. Some are stunning 
pieces of industrial art – like an incredible custom 
made motorcycle – coffee preparation vehicles which 
serve as stunning centerpieces for our attention. 
Other machines are moving in the opposite 
direction, pursuing beautiful understatement. 
Brands like Modbar™ and Mavam™ have merged 
the espresso machine and the coffee bar itself. The 
espresso machine is evolving.

While the espresso machine remains a central 
preparation tool in North American cafes – in 
historic European cafes, it was the only tool – 
alternative preparations have become a standard 
complimentary offer in any cafe that wants to 
maintain relevance in 2017. The pour over brew 
is great theater. It’s also a natural transformation 
process to use with single origin coffees. It allows 
a cafe to make and sell one cup of coffee without 
brewing large batches. Like a glass-pour of wine 
in a restaurant, they can also deliver a specific 
cup of coffee at higher prices, further justifying 
and enabling the exploration of variety. For many 
consumers, the pour over technique seems like a 
new technology. For their grandparents, it would 
be a throw-back. Pour over was a widely-used 
home brewing method before the invention of 
the Mr. Coffee Maker™. Traditional companies 
like Chemex™ (founded in 1941) are seeing a 
renaissance in cafes, along with other manufacturers 
of pour-over accessories like Bodum™ and Hario™. 

Machine manufacturers are reacting 
to the rise of pour over as a cafe 
element. Wilbur Curtis™ is an example 
of a traditional drip coffee machine 
manufacturer who has created a brewer 
which can be programmed to execute 
the pour-over requirements (temperature, 
water flow, dwell time) for as many 
coffees the cafe wants to serve. Marco 
Beverage Systems™ also make machines 

which precisely manipulate the water 
for pour-over extractions, and which can 
be mounted into bar-tops and serving 
stations. The programmable features of 
these technologies create consistency of 
operation, dialing in the exact parameters 
of temperature, pour and dwell-time  
(how long the water is in contact with  
the coffee).

“TraNsfOrMaTiON Of cOffee 
cONTiNUes TO Be aNchOreD BY The 
esPressO MachiNe iN 2017.”
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Indeed, preparation exploration has 
become a standard element of the 
modern cafe. Brew process variety is 
celebrated in so-called “Slow Bars,” called 
out for the implied time a consumer will 
take to explore an alternative brewing 
process. These are the in-house labs that 
cafes include to play with preparation, 
including French press, moka, vacuum 
brewers, Aeropress and cold brew, 
sometimes made from equipment that 
looks like it might belong in the lab of 
a mad scientist. It’s all about exploring 
the way you can manipulate the coffee 
bean: preparations which play with the 
quantity of coffee or water, the ways to 
mix them, the time they are interacting 
with each other, and the impact of 
different temperatures. Cold coffee, is 
one example of an entire category of 
preparation which has been driven by 
exploration. Iced coffee has long been a 
standard offer for cafes, most famously 
(notoriously?) embodied in the Starbucks 
Frappuccino™. But as coffee enters 2017, 
the most interesting cold preparation is 
surely nitro coffee, the foamy effervescent 

transformation of coffee under pressure 
in kegs. Served from taps like beer, the 
brew is reinventing how consumers think 
of coffee and companies like Joe Tap™ 
are helping brands get into the business. 
Another striking new technology 
for alternative brewing is the Alpha 
Dominche Steampunk™ coffee maker. 
The machine merges French press and 
vacuum technology in a stunning display 
that rivals the presence of an espresso 
machine. Even the look of finished coffee 
has been impacted by technological 
experimentation in 2017.

The Ripple Maker™ prints on the top 
of a beverage a la an ink-jet printer, 
using coffee to draw anything you want 
on the surface of a drink. “We invented 
Ripples to give coffee serving locations 
the opportunity to engage face-to-face 
with their customers,” says co-founder 
and CEO Yossi Meshulam, “Any frothed 
beverage becomes a community board, 
direct message or Instagram post to share 
with the world.” Beverage is a medium for 
exploration in 2017.

“iT’s all aBOUT exPlOriNG The  
WaY YOU caN MaNiPUlaTe The 
cOffee BeaN.”
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Modern cafes are houses of exploration, 
a host of coffee varieties modified by a 
myriad of preparations. This expansion 
of the cafe offer has enabled a parallel 
elevation of the barista. The modern 
barista is a maître d’, a performer and a 
line cook, all rolled up into one. They help 
consumers navigate the choices of the 
changing world of coffee, provide the 
action on the stage which is the cafe, and 
juggle a complex set of variables which 
are at play across multiple preparations. 
In the very best cafes, the barista is 
serious business. Well-developed coffee 

companies govern the rules for who 
can operate the equipment and how 
long they must train to earn their place 
behind the machines. A serious barista 
is a pleasure to watch, with practiced 
technique and well governed  
mise-en-place. The Barista Guild of 
America, a division of the Specialty  
Coffee Association, is entering its 14th 
year in 2017, and remains the largest 
resource for this growing profession in 
North America.

“a seriOUs BarisTa is a PleasUre  
TO WaTch, WiTh PracTiceD 
TechNiQUe aND Well GOverNeD 
Mise-eN-Place.”
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Modern point of sale (POS) systems 
make the monetary transaction easier 
for cafes – especially for smaller brands 
who may not have had access to good 
tech in the past – and thus are giving 
them time to focus on the content of 
their offer. POS represent a complicated 
set of choices, but “modern point-of-
sale has pretty much arrived,” says Andy 
Freivogel, the retail technology expert 
who started the innovative consulting 
company, Science Retail. “Look at cafes 
like Go Get Em Tiger™ (in Los Angeles): 
customers can order with an app, or they 
can simply just text their order when 
they are up the street. When they walk 
in the door, they approach the register, 
say their name, and their order is ready. 

If they haven’t paid, they can pay with 
Apple Pay™ or a chip-enabled card 
and the payment is over in less than five 
seconds.” Andy says that “the big secret” 
is that this new technology leverages the 
cloud (systems living off-site) to enable 
à la carte solutions for the specific needs 
of the operation. “Cloud-based POS is 
leading the way for merchants to start 
assembling their technology quilt from 
the best patches and squares. ‘I’ll use this 
for accounting, this for scheduling, this for 
POS, and this for inventory.’ No need to 
be beholden to a large investment in iron 
and software, just pay for what you need 
on a monthly basis.”
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Of all the elements of a cafe in 2017 – 
the choice of coffee, roasting process, 
preparations, brewers, serving styles, 
team members, technology – the biggest 
challenge at Fratello, and perhaps the 
entire industry, remains hospitality. Russ 
Prefontaine asks the question rhetorically: 
“How do you define hospitality? How do 
you teach hospitality? How do you insure 
hospitality when you aren’t there?” These 
may be the most important questions 
for anyone in the cafe business. The 
new styles, technologies and tools are 
certainly empowering coffee brands with 
options, but there is an embedded risk 
to these changes. Some cafes become 
self-referencing echo chambers, pursuing 
coffee for its own sake and not necessarily 
working to please the consumer. This 
risk manifests itself in baristas who don’t 
care about engaging the customer, 
menu offerings that are alienating to new 
consumers, an experience with a general 
lack of “service.” Consider the growing 
trend for baristas to stay on their side of 
the coffee bar, expecting customers to 
claim their own drink (“Flat white for Dan! 
Flat white for Dan!”) and bus their own 
tables (“place dishes here”). In a recent 
cafe we visited, run by a well-respected 
and very stylish brand, we saw a customer 
forced to clean up their own spill when 
they bumped their cup off their table. 
One of the baristas, from behind the 
castle walls of their beautiful coffee bar 
called out “Are you ok?” But they didn’t 
come out to take care of the mess. With 

more brands than ever in the market, 
coffee remains a part of the hospitality 
industry. It’s not always clear if cafes are 
all that hospitable to their customers. 

“It’s a question of leadership”, says Russ, 
answering his own questions. Every day 
he is working to please his guests. He’s 
working on maintaining an ongoing 
culture of “genuine hospitality” in his 
company. “It applies to all levels of 
the company.” It means creating and 
constantly re-establishing an honest 
hospitable relationship with everyone, 
employees, vendors and customers. It is 
a constant effort – and perhaps the most 
important way to create relevance for all 
companies in 2017. 

Russ Prefontaine,  
co-owner of Fratello Coffee Roasters

“iT’s a QUesTiON 
Of leaDershiP. “
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AWARENESS 
AND ACTION 

ON ISSUES OF 
ORIGIN AND 

SUSTAINABILITY
By Jan anderson, Premium Quality consulting

Finding the gentle aroma of jasmine in a cup of Ethiopia Yirgacheffe, or the 
balanced hints of chocolate and honey in a cup of Guatemala Huehuetanango, 

experiencing the effects of terroir from a specific growing region; these are 
the rewards of the focused dedication that roasters and coffee experts have 
pursued for the last twenty years – single origin coffees. These journeys to 

lands of exotic flavours and unfamiliar beauty additionally forged connections 
between those who appreciate fine coffees and those who strive to grow 

it. These connections, however, also came with an unsettling knowledge of 
poverty and environmental challenges. They presented brutal contrasts of the 
decidedly ungentle life in coffee growing regions, and a bitter irony in the face 
of the curated deliverable that manifests in North America. And These issues 
catalyzed the conversation about sustainability, and we began to see some in 

the coffee industry begin to work with growers like partners.

raisiNG The valUe Of cOffee.
These partnerships have been formed 
in a number of ways. Some roasters now 
purchase coffee directly from farmers 
(Direct Trade), eliminating the middlemen 
and injecting money into the supply 
chain closer to the source. Certifications 
for coffee help guarantee environmental 
and habitat friendly practices that 
give roasters and ‘aware’ consumers 
reassurance that important values are 
at play. Farmers sign up for certification 

because it implies a better market price. 
These efforts, aimed at increasing value 
in the supply chain at origin serve some 
purpose, even if most consumers are 
still not familiar with the certification 
programs. It is reported that between 
68–94% of consumers claim to have “not 
heard of them, heard the name but know 
nothing about them, or knew a little about 
them but had never bought them”.*

* (National Coffee Association USA, 2016) 
 Photo by Valeria_Aksakova / Freepik
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The intent to do good 
appears to be present, 
even if the specific 
meaning is not.

41%
Organic certified.

Purchase intent is 
affected by the ideas 
around origin and 
sustainability, with 
the percentages of 
consumers below saying 
they are “much more 
likely, or somewhat 
more likely” to buy 
coffee identified as 
follows (National Coffee 
Association USA, 2016).

61%
Single origin coffee.

58%
Farms that treat 
workers well.

57%
Shade grown or 
UTZ certified.

55%
Grown in 
environmentally 
sustainable ways.

53%
From companies 
that supports 
communities where 
coffee is produced.

52%
Conservation 
International 
certified.

51%
Bird Friendly 
certified.

50%
Donates 
percentage of 
proceeds to charity.

47%
Rainforest Alliance 
certified.

46%
Fairtrade certified.
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You can read about specialty coffee industry engagement with farmworkers in the white papers listed below available from 
the Specialty Coffee Association of America at SCAA.ORG/Sustainability, or use these links: 
 
http://www.scaa.org/chronicle/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/SCAA-WP-TheFarmWorker-April2016.pdf  
http://scaa.org/PDF/SCAA-whitepaper-blueprint-end-hunger-coffeelands.pdf 
http://scaa.org/PDF/scaa-white-paper-gender-equality.pdf

iMPrOviNG The lives Of The WOrKers.
Specialty coffee literally depends upon 
the efforts of millions of farm workers 
each year and yet they seem to know 
less about this aspect of their business 
than all others. This lack of awareness 
regarding worker conditions, pay, hunger 
and food insecurity, housing and even 
forced labor creates an unthinkable risk 
to the brands that comply with ignorance 
to this model. Recent legal and regulatory 
policy will provide stronger protection 
for workers. Larger roasters, NGOs and 

certification agencies are doing important 
work to define and improve wages, living 
conditions and civil rights for workers, 
including gender equality among workers 
and producers; however, there is so 
much to be done. Opportunities for the 
specialty coffee industry to create social 
impact by engaging with farmworkers 
exist and you can play a role that  
begins with the important act of 
becoming informed. 
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UNDersTaNDiNG aND MiTiGaTiNG The iMPacT Of cliMaTe chaNGe.
In addition, climate change is increasingly 
forcing the critical conversation about 
the sustainability of our industry. As 
temperatures rise in coffee growing areas, 
crop yields decline. The Climate Institute 
in Australia issued a report in August 
2016 stating “climate change is projected 
to cut the global area suitable for coffee 
production by as much as 50 percent by 
2050”. (Climate Change Institute, 2016) 
The report, A Brewing Storm: The climate 
change risks to coffee, discusses the 
impacts of climate change due to rising 

temperatures, including reduced yield, 
lower quality, increased pests, altered rain 
patterns and how this threatens not only 
a large portion of the 25 million coffee 
farmers who will be unable to adapt, but 
also puts at risk the supply chain of the 
$19B US (2015) industry. At the same time 
the specialty market is increasing, so is 
the risk to its future. It is incumbent on all 
of us to be informed on these issues and 
to work as an industry towards solutions.

You can read the Climate Institute report on their website at Climateinstitute.org.au or use this link: 
http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/articles/publications/a-brewing-storm.html/section/478 

 
The Specialty Coffee Association of America reports on these challenges and provides recommendations for actions related 
to climate change and water security, including case studies in white papers available on their site SCAA.ORG/Sustainability, 

or at these links: 
http://www.scaa.org/PDF/scaa-wp-climate-change.pdf 

http://www.scaa.org/PDF/scaa-wp-water-security.pdf
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acT lOcallY aND as ParT Of The iNDUsTrY.
In a recent conversation with Kim Elana 
Ionescu, the Chief Sustainability Officer 
of the SCAA, on how small roasters 
and cafes can have an impact, she 
offered this, “I am for straddling the line, 
which means that small businesses can 
have an impact that is tangible both 
in addressing an issue and enlisting 
employees and customers. Acting locally 
is important, and acting as an industry is 
also important. We are in this together, 
because we are all dependent on the 
same coffee producing countries.” 

`We are all coffee stakeholders. Along 
with the farmers, roasters, cafe owners, 
baristas and coffee drinkers, we are 
all contributing to climate change. 
Every activity from production to 
brewing and even consuming coffee 
has a carbon foot print, so we must 
hold ourselves accountable for our 
contribution by reducing our impact 
and raising awareness locally, and 
we can also support a larger effort to 
improve conditions at origin and build 
preparedness for the future of coffee. As 
the retailers of coffee, particularly in cafes, 
we can and should include our coffee 
loving consumers in the effort.
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Everyone in the coffee business cares about its sustainable future, and one can argue 
that the most influential place for coffee consumption is where personal values play a 
critical role in selecting a peer group and holistic experience, as well as a coffee brand. 
In any community, a good cafe can be the sphere of influence where the opportunity 
exists for dialogs between the roaster and the community, the barista and the passionate 
consumer. Nowhere is the consumer more engaged in the story of their favorite coffee, 
the importance of origin, and the critical social and environmental issues of sustainability. 
This is where coffee language is spoken fluently and real change can originate. 

Be iNfOrMeD. Understand what 
climate change means to the 
industry and what impact your 
actions are having. References and 
links to valuable information have 
been provided in this piece.

MeasUre aND reDUce. Review your 
energy and water usage and  
identify areas for action. Based on 
the size of your business, you can 
find a number of solutions that  
are as simple as instituting a  
‘power-down’ policy as part of the 
end-of-day cleaning routine and 
installing motion sensor lights to 
upgrading to an energy efficient 
roaster, or even installing certified 
Clean Idle engines on delivery 
trucks. (More ideas available 
through the SCAA Climate Change 
white paper link above).

BUY cerTifieD cOffee if you can, 
or brands that ensure fair wages 
to workers. These are the brands 
that guarantee environmental 
stewardship and will help farmers 
and their communities adapt to 
climate change.

share. Start-ups should consider 
roaster cooperatives with energy 
efficient equipment vs. purchasing 
roasters. While this may not change 
the actual amount of time spent 
‘roasting’, it can focus the effort on 
energy efficient equipment that may 
be too expensive in the beginning.

iNvesT. Include your employees in an 
effort to select a coffee  
initiative to support financially. 
Recognized initiatives include:  
Root Capital, whose mission is to 
grow small agribusinesses that 
sustain livelihood in Africa and  
Latin America, found at  
https://www.rootcapital.org/; 
Food for Farmers helps build food 
sustainability at origin, found at 
http://food4farmers.org/; Grounds 
for Health, a charity with ties to the 
specialty coffee industry that fights 
cervical cancer at origin, found at 
http://www.groundsforhealth.org/; 
and Conservation International, 
an organization focused on the 
health of our planet as a sustainable 
resource for life, can be found at 
http://www.conservation.org/Pages/
default.aspx. There are more worthy 
initiatives that your research can 
reveal, including the work being 
done by the winners of the SCAA 
Sustainability Awards. The efforts of 
these groups have been recognized 
for the important impact they have 
to lives at origin, the challenges of 
climate change, and to the base of 
knowledge for the future. 

iNclUDe YOUr cUsTOMers. The 
individuals who purchase coffee 
from you, or spend their valuable 
time in your cafe, are building a 
relationship of trust with you and 
your people. Show them that 
you make ‘caring’ decisions. Tell 
them about your efforts to save 
energy and include them in your 
fundraising for causes at origin. Even 
simple actions, such as encouraging 
reusable cups vs. paper cups can 
have a big impact when multiplied 
by thousands of cafes. 

If you’re really passionate about 
growing a responsible business, 
consider becoming a B cOrP. 
These are for-profit companies 
that demonstrate their dedication 
of using business to solve global, 
social and environmental problems. 
They are certified and have to meet 
rigorous standards. You can follow 
the link below for more information: 
http://www.bcorporation.net/
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